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About Acclaro 
Acclaro is a localization and translation company that helps the world’s leading brands succeed 

across cultures. Through a fine-tuned process, top industry talent and leading technologies, we 

make a long-term investment in our clients’ global reputations. Working in over 60 languages 

and with offices around the globe, Acclaro specializes in helping clients open new markets and 

gain a competitive edge by expertly adapting their brands, products and services with faster 

turnaround times, high quality translations and lower costs. 

Acclaro AEM Translation Connector Overview 
Several clients recently have approached Acclaro about helping them to launch translated 

versions of their AEM websites. To eliminate error prone copy and paste workflows, Acclaro has 

developed a Translation Connector that enables website content managers to easily submit 

their content for professional translation and automatically receive translations back into AEM. 

The initially launched version of the connector is intended to solve the most critical of AEM 

website translation efficiency and quality issues, with planned enhancements to expand the 

functionality of the connector intended for future release updates. 

Legal Terms and User Agreement 
Prior to download, installation and use of the AEM Translation Connector please review the 

Acclaro User Agreement. Any usage of the connector indicates your acceptance of the legal 

terms described in the agreement.  

Site Backup and Staging Server Recommendations 
Before installing the Translation Connector or making any changes to support the localization 

process, it’s recommended to ensure your site backups are current and to try out all 

configuration changes on a staging site prior to implementation on your production 

environment. 

Installing the Acclaro AEM Translation Connector on AEM 6.2 
Prior to installation, please take note that AEM_ROOT_PATH on a local install is: 
"http://localhost:4502” and the connector requires that you are running AEM version 6.2 and 
Java 8 on your AEM backend. 
 
Install the Package 

1. In the CRX package manager (AEM_ROOT_PATH/crx/packmgr/index.jsp), click the 
"upload package" link next to the "create package" link that has the green "+" 

2. Select the "acclaro-connector.content-1.0.zip" file.  Check the "Force Upload" box, and 
"OK" 

http://www.acclaro.com/
https://my.acclaro.com/p.php/useragreement
http://localhost:4502/
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Installation Notes 

 If this is the first installation, the package name will have a grey line next to it when it 
appears in the list.  Click that to install the package.  

 If this is not an initial installation, expand the package by clicking on the name, and click 
"Reinstall" in the blue bar. 

Installation Troubleshooting Tips 

If you are having trouble with the connector installation, you can try the following:  

 Go to "AEM_ROOT_PATH/system/console/bundles", and make sure that "Acclaro AEM 
Translation Connector - Bundle" appears in the list, with the correct version number and 
an "Active" status.  You may sort by ‘ID’ descending, because it should be one of the 
latest ones. 
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 If the bundle does not appear in the list, click "Install/Update" on the top grey 
bar.  Find the "acclaro-connector.bundle-1.0.jar" file.   Check both of the boxes, and 
"Install or Update". 

 If the bundle's status is not active, click the arrow before the name to expand it, and 
track down which dependencies (should be in red) are missing 

Cloud Configuration  

 Go to "AEM_ROOT_PATH/etc/cloudservices.html", and make sure that "Acclaro AEM 
Translation Connector" appears under "Third Party Connectors". 

 

 If it does not appear, check the package and the bundle to make sure all your paths in 
the code are correct.  Confirm in "AEM_ROOT_PATH/crx/de/index.jsp" that the "acclaro-
connector" node has been created correctly under apps, that all the appropriate content 
is beneath it, and that the paths to these files match the paths in the code. 
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Configuration Notes: 

 If this is an initial installation, click the "Configure Now" option, and fill in the 
appropriate values. 
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 If this is not an initial installation, click the "Show Configurations" button, and confirm 
that the settings in your existing configurations are correct 

 To test the configuration, go to “AEM_ROOT_PATH/projects.html/content/projects",  
click the "+ Create" button, select "Translation Project", and hit next. On the 
"ADVANCED" tab, change the "Translation Method" to "Human Translation" 

 Ensure that "acclaro" appears as a "Translation Provider" option, and that your cloud 
configurations appear. 
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Managing Languages 

 The original list of supported languages for translation in AEM can be found in CRXDE 
Lite under /libs/wcm/core/resources/languages. 

 For the Acclaro connector, we are overriding this list with a new list, which is limited by 
default to the languages accepted by Acclaro. 

 The new list is at /apps/wcm/core/resources/languages. 

 The languages in this list have an additional property not found in the original 
languages, the "acclaroCode".  In many cases, this may be the same as the node name, 
but in some cases, it might be different. 

 For example, Acclaro doesn't support a generic "English" language code, so in the 
English language node, you'll notice that "en-us" is specified as the acclaroCode: 

 

Customizations 

 If you wanted your EN node in AEM to be assumed to be British English for example, 
you would need to change this value to en-gb. 

 To add a new language, you could either copy and paste an existing node, and change 
its values, or just create a new node from scratch.  You can have languages in this list 
that are not supported by Acclaro.  If the acclaroCode is empty, or doesn't exist, you will 
get an error saying that the languages are not supported when you try to start a 
translation using the connector. 

 The setting that allows us to override the default language list with this new one is in 
the Translation Integration Framework Mappings.  You get to this through the 
WebConsole. 
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The WebConsole   

 Whenever you make a change to the language list, you will have to come here and click 
"save" on these settings again for the latest changes to take effect. 

 

 This list overrides the languages for all translation connectors, so if you have another 
connector that needs different codes, you need to make sure you add those as new 
properties to the languages that also have the acclaroCode values. 

Language Configuration Saved Settings  

 Since the initial list of languages is bundled with the Acclaro AEM Translation Connector, 
there is danger that if you reinstall the connector, or install a new version, changes 
you've made to this list could be overwritten.  To prevent this, when you upload the 
connector, before clicking "Install" or "Reinstall", you can click "Edit", and then go into 
the filters tab. 
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 The little "-" at the end of the "/apps/wcm/core/resource/languages" entry will remove 
that list from your install.  Once you "Save", you can install safely. 

 You can also click on "Edit" on that particular entry, which will give you the option to 
include or exclude particular languages that you do want updated, or don't want 
updated.  By default, this path is set to update only, so properties you've added, and 
new languages, won't be deleted if you go ahead with the install without editing this list, 
but this is an easy way to just make 100% sure that nothing gets overwritten. 

 When you create a new language node in AEM, you need to make sure that it has the 
same value as a node in this language list, otherwise you'll get an error about an invalid 
language when you try to start the translation. 

AEM Multilingual Content Administration 

For help setting up the content, see Translating Content For Multilingual Sites 

Scheduling Status Updates 

 According to a schedule that can be configured in the Translation Platform 
Configuration, in the AEM Web Console polls occur to get the status of translation 
projects whenever a user refreshes the information for that project. 

https://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/aem/6-2/administer/sites/translation/tc-prep.html
https://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/aem/6-2/administer/sites/translation.html
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 By default, your AEM instance will poll once a day, at midnight.  To change this 
behavior, you need to change the Scheduler Cron value. 

 

Sample Translation Project Order Workflow 
 

1. Connect to Acclaro Translation Service with a ‘My Acclaro’ Sandbox or Production API 
token. 

2. Select the site you want to translate, then target languages to ‘Create’ new translation 
projects. 

3. Add or Delete Content from the Translation Job before submission to Acclaro. 
4. In the new project folder, confirm final project details and select “start” to send to 

Acclaro. 
5. In the new project folder, confirm final project details and select “start” to send to 

Acclaro. 
6. Track order status in the AEM Translation Job Tab. 
7. If edits are needed, let Acclaro know and updates will be made. 
8. Promote & Publish ‘Final’ translated pages when ready. 

Support  
If you have any questions about this plugin or the policies surrounding its use, please contact 

us. We would also appreciate your feedback and ideas for future improvements. 

mailto:api@acclaro.com
mailto:api@acclaro.com

